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INTRODUCTION

This is one of a series of reports on Chinese Communist shipyards and port facilities observed on aerial photography.

Shanghai Port Facilities and associated wharves are located on both banks of the Huangpu River (Figure 1). The port consists of approximately 25 nautical miles (nm) of river front (Figures 2-18) extending southward from the confluence of the Huangpu with the Chang Jiang (Yangtze River).

DESCRIPTION

This river port is subject to continuous silting and mud flats are prevalent, seriously limiting alongside depths. This results in long approaches to pontoons and wharves. Primarily a lighter port, pontoons and small offshore wharves are predominant in most of the port area. There is almost no rail service and little craneage at dock side. An excellent road net provides access to the urban area with rail- and water-borne traffic serving the hinterland.

The port facilities reflect little change in the period.
FIGURE 6. SHANG-HAI PORT, SHANG-HAI, CHINA.
FIGURE 7. SHANG-HAI PORT, SHANG-HAI, CHINA.
FIGURE 8. SHANG-HAI PORT, SHANG-HAI, CHINA.
FIGURE 12. SHANG-HAI PORT, SHANG-HAI, CHINA.
FIGURE 16. SHANG-HAI PORT, SHANG-HAI, CHINA.
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FIGURE 18. SHANG-HAI PORT, SHANG-HAI, CHINA.